
VOLUNTEERING AND LEARNING 

IN ECO-SUSTAINABILITY

WE ARE LOOKING FOR 4 YOUNG PEOPLE
FROM MARCH 31   TO SEPTEMBER 30  

ST TH

P R O G E T T O  G A I A  T E R R A
Via  Pet rarca ,  45 ,  F lambruzzo  d i  R iv ignano-Teor  (UD) ,  I ta ly

GPS :  la t lng=45 .89398082 ,13 .06133866

Experiential and educational center for sustainable construction, environmental
regeneration and personal and relational growth in North-East Italy

Education and training for young people have a strong impact on
the positive transformation of our society and we are thriving to

make our world a better place.
 

During the program, you will be guided in organic farming, healthy plant
based nutrition, fermentation to foster probiotics culture, self

production of soaps for the body and for the home, bio-building
construction and cultural events organisation.

GAIA TERRA ECOVILLAGE



The volunteers are asked to be engaged in activities 
for 35 hours a week with 2 days off. 

There will be a tutor following their training everyday 
and the OLS online program will be available for them to learn Italian.

 

www.progettogaiaterra.com | FB: progettogaiaterra
Debora Sbaiz | +39 392 0607290 | debora.sbaiz@gmail.com

We are a group of people committed to living a sustainable life, starting from
the way we live together: the decisions are made in circle, giving space to
emotions and celebrating the community at every meal! 
Every action of our lives is thought to be the least impacting for the planet
and we want to share this style with others through a positive contamination.

Costs are full funded by the European Solidarity Corps Program,
including travel, accommodation, food and training.

*It is necessary to have the European Youth Pass.

one from SPAIN, one from SLOVENIA and two from FRANCE to create 
a rich, multicultural atmosphere to share information and knowledge 
for everyone’s growth. 
To have young people on board will give us the opportunity to develop
programs and activities with other local groups of the same generation to
create even more ideas on how ‘to live lightly on the planet’.

A more inclusive and respectful socially, culturally, economically and
environmentally sustainable society is possible if we all commit ourselves
from local to global and involve all strata of society, specially the younger
generations in experiential learning and foseter their follow-up in their
places of origin.

FOR THAT, 4 YOUNG VOLUNTEERS ARE WANTED:

FULLY 

FOUNDED


